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Unexplained Aerial Phenomenon Reported Over Reedville

On February 6th, 2024, a couple in Reedville, Virginia, reported witnessing an  unexplained aerial phenomenon
(UAP) to the National UFO Reporting Center (NUFORC). The sighting occurred at approximately 6:45 PM local time
and lasted for one to two minutes.

According to the witnesses, they were walking down Main Street when they noticed three red lights forming a triangle
in the eastern sky. The sky was dark as it was past sunset and the moon had not yet risen. The witnesses described the
area between the three red lights as being darker than the surrounding sky, suggesting they were emanating from a
single object. They observed the object moving northward while rotating on its axis parallel to the ground. The
triangular formation of the lights then shifted to a straight line, but the darkened area between them remained confined
to the original triangular shape.

The size and distance of the object were difficult for the witnesses to determine, but they estimated it to be massive,
appearing larger than a full moon in the sky. They reported no sound associated with the object. The object initially
moved quickly but then slowed down to a near halt before accelerating again.

Shortly after observing the UAP, the witnesses noticed two jets approaching it at high speed. The familiar sound of the
jets, identified as possibly A-10 models due to frequent sightings in the area, allowed the witnesses to estimate their
altitude at around 1,000 to 2,000 feet. As the jets neared the UAP, it moved behind a stand of tall pines, obscuring the
view from the witnesses. By the time they reached a clear vantage point, the UAP was gone, though the jets continued
on their trajectories.
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